Abstract Cancer immunotherapy was selected as the Breakthrough of the Year 2013 by the editors of Science, in part because of the successful treatment of refractory hematological malignancies with adoptive transfer of chimeric antigen receptor (CAR)-engineered T cells.
Adoptive CAR T Cell Therapy
The use of T cells to treat solid tumors was initially reported in 1988, when Rosenberg et al. [1] at the National Cancer Institute accomplished complete regressions of tumors in patients with metastatic melanoma by using adoptive therapy with tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs). Subsequent optimization of the treatment led to an objective response rate of approximately 50 % with adoptive TIL therapy in subsequent trials [2] . This therapy is, however, limited by the feasibility of isolating TILs from resected tumors or biopsy material. So far, it has only been successfully used for malignant melanoma. To overcome this limitation, T cells can be isolated from the peripheral blood of cancer patients, genetically engineered to recognize a specific tumor-associated antigen, expanded in vitro, and adoptively transferred back to the patient. Specificity of the T cell response can then be achieved either by introducing a new T cell receptor (TCR) that recognizes a tumor-derived antigen peptide in the context of human leukocyte antigen (HLA) presentation or by introducing a chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) that recognizes a cell surface antigen on tumor cells. Both TCR and CAR therapies have had some success in recent years. The first report of clinical benefit from use of TCR-redirected T cells was published in 2006, also from Rosenberg's laboratory [3] . Since then, TCR-engineered T cells have been shown to produce durable responses in metastatic melanoma and renal cell carcinoma patients [4, 5] . While TCR-redirected T cells have the great advantage of being able to target any antigen, including intracellular proteins, various obstacles can limit their utility, including restriction to a particular HLA subtype, down-regulation of HLA expression on tumors as a means of escaping immunity, mispairing of the introduced TCR a and b chains with the endogenous TCR chains, low physiological affinities of natural TCRs, and toxicities associated with processing of identical peptides derived from proteins other than the target. Many of these obstacles, including HLA dependency and problems with low affinity, can be overcome by the use of CAR T cells (see Box 1) [6] .
A CAR typically comprises an extracellular single-chain variable fragment (scFv) of an antibody for target recognition, a hinge region to provide flexibility for the scFv, a transmembrane region, and an intracellular signaling region. CARs are often referred to as first, second, or third generation, depending on their signaling moieties (see Fig. 1 ). First-generation CARs contain only the CD3-f chain, while second-generation CARs contain CD3-f and a domain from a costimulatory molecule-typically from CD28, 4-1BB, CD27, ICOS, or OX40-which augments the effect of CD3-f signaling. Third-generation CARs contain CD3-f and two costimulatory molecule domains. The center at Baylor College of Medicine performed sideby-side comparison of first-and second-generation CARs in patients with B cell lymphoma and found that CD28 costimulation was associated with enhanced persistence and survival of CAR-modified T cells [7] . Possibly even stronger activation can be obtained with third-generation CAR T cells [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , as they are capable of high proliferative responses in vivo, which may facilitate clinical responses. However, third-generation CAR T cells produce large amounts of cytokines, which could be associated with toxicity. To mediate efficient expression of CAR genes into T cells, different genetic platforms have been used to ensure integration of the transgene into the T cell genome and to ensure that the construct directs long-lasting expression of the CAR (see Box 2) .
The successful treatment of hematological malignancies with CAR T cells initiated a new era in cancer immunotherapy. In 2011, a case study of three patients with chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) was reported by Carl June's group at the University of Pennsylvania [16, 17] . The patients were treated with CAR-modified T cells, which recognized the pan-B cell marker CD19. Two patients had complete responses and one patient showed a partial response. In conjunction with destruction of the tumor cells, normal B cells were also eliminated and the patients developed long-term B cell aplasia. Antitumor responses were associated with inflammatory cytokine release and a remarkable expansion of the CD19 CAR T cells in vivo. The initial success was followed by studies across various centers in the USA, presenting scattered evidence of clinical responses. Recently, four well-designed clinical trials targeting CD19-expressing B cell malignancies were published from the National Cancer Institute, the University of Pennsylvania, and Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, with very promising results [18] [19] [20] [21] . Lee et al. [21] treated 21 patients and reported a complete response rate of 66.7 % (14/21 patients), with only four patients not responding to the treatment. Kochenderfer et al. [20] reported complete responses in 8 out of 15 treated patients. Three patients had partial responses, one patient had disease stabilization, and two patients were not evaluable for response. Maude et al. [18] treated 30 children with acute lymphocytic leukemia (ALL) and had an impressive overall response rate of 90 %. Davila et al. [19] reported 16 patients treated with CD19 CAR T cells, with an overall response rate of 88 %. In the study by Maude et al. CAR T cells containing the 4-1BB motif on the CAR for costimulation were used, while the other studies used CD28 as the costimulation motif. Comparative studies are needed to determine which second-generation CAR is most beneficial. It is likely that different CARs should be used in different settings. These data, taken together, strongly indicate that CAR T cell therapy holds great potential for the treatment of CD19-positive refractory B cell malignancies, encouraging development of this method for other tumor types.
Prostate Cancer Immunotherapy
Prostate cancer is the second most common cancer in men worldwide [22] . Although surgical treatment of localized prostate cancer can be curative, the tumor recurs in lymph nodes and bones in a high proportion of the patients. Current therapy for metastatic prostate cancer is noncurative and includes palliative androgen withdrawal, which leads to hormone-resistant disease typically within months. Immunotherapy provides an important option for the treatment of metastatic prostate cancer, as is evident from phase III studies of sipuleucel-T (an antigen-presenting cell vaccine), showing increased overall survival in hormone-refractory prostate cancer patients [23] . Another experimental potentially successful immunotherapy is Prostvac, which constitutes priming with a vaccinia vector encoding prostate-specific antigen (PSA) and three costimulatory molecules [intercellular adhesion molecule (ICAM)-1, lymphocyte function-associated antigen (LFA)-3, and B71-1] followed by a boost with a fowlpox vector [24] .
Immune [25] . Therefore, substantial efforts have been made to treat prostate cancer patients with ipilimumab in order to remove inhibition signals for effector T cells and deplete suppressor regulatory T cells (Tregs). T cells infiltrate tumors in the majority of cases of prostate cancer [26] , but they have a suppressive Treg phenotype [27] [28] [29] , express high levels of CTLA-4, and could potentially be sensitive to ipilimumab therapy [30] . Despite initially promising results in early trials [31] , a large randomized, doubleblind, phase III study (in 799 patients) showed only a marginal response to ipilimumab in hormone-refractory For sustained activation, persistence, and improved function, one or several costimulatory domains are added to create so-called secondand third-generation CARs. The most commonly used costimulatory domains are derived from CD28, 4-1BB, OX40, ICOS, and CD27. The costimulatory domains are connected to the extracellular part of the CAR via a transmembrane domain, most commonly derived from CD8 or CD28. To achieve flexibility, a hinge is incorporated in the CAR design prostate cancer patients who had been treated with radiotherapy [32] . The PD-1/PD ligand 1 (PD-L1) pathway could be important in prostate cancer [33] , since PD-1 and PD-L1 have been found to be expressed in TILs obtained from prostate lesions [28, 34] ; nevertheless, the few patients who have been treated to date did not respond to the therapy [35, 36] . Checkpoint blockade antibodies may be more beneficial at earlier stages of the disease, and clinical trials are underway to assess their efficacy in patients with a lesser tumor burden.
Monoclonal antibodies directed toward prostate tissuespecific antigens have been used for treatment of prostate cancer. The clinical development has focused mainly on prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA) and prostate stem cell antigen (PSCA) as targets [37] [38] [39] . PSMA is also expressed in tumor vasculature, which will facilitate targeting of the tumor stroma in addition to tumor cells. Although the anti-PSMA antibody had excellent trafficking to tumors, it failed to induce clinical responses. Thus, monoclonal antibodies targeting tumor-associated antigens may deliver the required specificity but may lack efficacy. It is generally believed that T cells possess stronger antitumor activity than antibodies because of their remarkable ability to penetrate inflamed epithelial tissues, clonally expand, and generate memory cells. Therefore, to augment the efficacy but keep the specificity of antibody therapy, CAR-modified T cells directed toward prostate tissuespecific antigens may be a better treatment choice.
CARs for Prostate Cancer: Preclinical Development
The success of CD19 CAR T cell treatment of B cell malignancies has sparked strong interest in developing CARs for solid tumors as well. As prostate cancer expresses many antigens with limited or no expression in other tissues [40] , these tissue-restricted antigens constitute potential targets for CAR T cell therapy. Preclinically, two antigens have been targeted by CARs-namely, PSMA [8, [41] [42] [43] [44] and PSCA [44] [45] [46] [47] . Early work showed the ability of PSMA CAR T cells to proliferate and recognize PSMApositive targets both in vitro and in animal models [48, 49] . Morgenroth et al. [46] used a first-generation CAR against PSCA to target prostate cancer cells, using a highaffinity receptor generated through immunization of mice. The affinity of different potential antibodies for generation of the CAR was evaluated by flow cytometry. Using the best binding antibody, 7F5, they were able to show expression of the CAR in T cell lines and immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation motif (ITAM) phosphorylation of the CD3-f chain. We [45] and Abate-Daga et al. [47] have both shown delayed tumor growth in mice treated with PSCA CAR-engineered T cells based on the 1G8 and Ha1-4.117 antibodies, respectively. Although tumor growth was delayed, the tumor-bearing mice were not cured, making it evident that high in vitro cytotoxicity of T cells may not be enough to translate into similar effects in vivo. Zuccolotto et al. showed that PSMA CAR T cells can eradicate disseminated prostate cancer in vivo [42] . This study also illustrated the importance of animal model selection, as human CAR T cells survive better in nonobese diabetic (NOD)/severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID) mice than in SCID or Rag2
-/-/cc -/-mice [42] . Kloss et al. [44] chose to select PSCA as a suboptimal target, introducing a low-affinity CAR against PSCA in combination with a high-affinity CAR against PSMA. They showed efficient killing of cells expressing both antigens, suggesting what may be needed to achieve sustained responses.
Another platform that has been implemented to target T cells to prostate cancer is the use of bispecific antibodies/diabodies, also known as bispecific T cell engagers (BITEs), which bind both to CD3 on T cells and to a surface antigen on tumor cells. This strategy forces activated T cells to be in close proximity to target cells. Diabodies against PSCA [50] [51] [52] [53] and PSMA [52, [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] have been developed and used successfully in vitro. Animal experiments using these diabodies showed delayed tumor growth but did not cure the mice. Therefore, use of diabodies as a single therapy may be challenging, as they do not provide the cellular memory that adoptively transferred antigen-specific CAR T cells can.
Targeting CAR T Cells to Prostate Metastases
Localized prostate cancer is curable by surgery; therefore, this review focuses on metastatic prostate cancer. Metastases of prostate cancer are commonly found in lymph nodes and bones. The microenvironment in the bone metastases poses a considerable challenge for the infiltrating CAR T cells (see Fig. 2 ). In particular, bone metastases are associated with aberrant angiogenesis [59] . To establish outgrowth, cancer cells may initiate angiogenesis at the site of metastasis by recruiting bone marrowderived endothelial cells. Although increased tumor angiogenesis provides more vessels for potential trafficking of CAR T cells, the quality of the vessels is typically poor, and T cells are unable to efficiently infiltrate tumors, possibly because of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) expression [60] . Growth factors implicated in angiogenesis are found at elevated levels in prostate cancer bone metastases compared with primary tumors [61] . VEGF has an important role in establishment and outgrowth of prostate cancer bone metastases, as reviewed by Roberts et al. [62] . Besides facilitating recognition and targeting of cancer cells to the bone and establishing new vasculature for tumor growth, VEGF may also affect T cell infiltration into bone metastases [60] . Improved responses to immunotherapy have been reported with treatment with angiogenesis inhibitors in doses that normalize the vasculature rather than destroying it [63] [64] [65] . In the light of these findings, vascular normalization may be important to improve CAR T cell efficacy in bone metastasis. Even when CAR T cells are able to migrate to the metastatic site, infiltration of T cells into the metastases may be impaired. When treating a metastatic breast cancer patient, Bernhard et al. [66] reported that disseminated cancer cells were targeted efficiently by human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (Her2)-specific CAR T cells, but solid metastases failed to respond, and the tumors progressed. These studies emphasize the critical importance of conditioning the microenvironment for T cells.
With the aim of improving the access of T cells to bone metastases, advantage has been taken of various chemokines that are abundant in metastases. In an elegant study, Pinthus et al. used mild irradiation treatment or cyclophosphamide to induce expression of stromal cellderived factor (SDF)-1 in prostate cancer bone metastases [67] . Chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand (CXCL) 12, also known as SDF-1, is a strong T cell attractant [68] and improves T cell rolling on activated endothelial cells [69] . As T cell adhesion and rolling were affected by VEGF in an experimental model [60] , secretion of factors such as SDF-1, together with normalization of vasculature, may improve T cell infiltration. Migration of T cells toward a chemokine gradient depends on the phenotype of the T cell, as naïve, central memory, effector memory, and stemlike memory T cells (see Box 3) express distinct sets of chemokine and homing receptors. Another approach to increasing T cell trafficking to prostate cancer bone metastases is to engineer in a chemokine receptor gene in CAR T cells. CXCL12 is highly expressed in prostate cancer [70] , and engineering its ligand molecule, chemokine C-X-C motif receptor (CXCR) 4 into CAR T cells is a step to further ensure that the CAR T cells reach the tumor. More importantly, CXCR4 has implications in metastatic disease, and a recent study found a correlation between its increased expression and metastatic prostate cancer [71] . Similarly, improved trafficking of CAR T cells engineered to co-express chemokine (C-C motif) receptor (CCR) 2 has been achieved by several groups in different tumor models [72] [73] [74] and may also prove useful for targeting metastatic prostate cancer. Chemokine (C-C motif) ligand (CCL) 2, the ligand for CCR2, is vital for growth, metastasis formation, and angiogenesis. Most importantly, however, it regulates bone osteolysis and regulation of osteoclasts in metastatic prostate lesions [75] . Prostate cancer cells secrete various cytokines [76] , and trafficking of CD8
? cells has been improved by introduction of CCR4, which targets several chemokines, including CCL2, CCL4, CCL5, and CCL22 [77] . Co-expression of chemokine receptors and CARs from the same vector expression cassette will most likely result in generation of T cells with more optimal trafficking to prostate cancer metastases.
Metastatic prostate tumors in the bone microenvironment stimulate bone resorption, resulting in secretion of growth factors, including transforming growth factor (TGF)-b [78] , which is one of the most suppressive immune inhibitory cytokines. There is evidence that T cell responses can be improved upon blockade of osteolytic activity, which suggests a role for T cells as inhibitors of metastatic growth in the bone [79] . Tumors counteract the T cell attack by secreting factors that activate osteoclast formation and function, leading to T cell suppression. Furthermore, some of these factors can differentiate T cells toward suppressor cells, which in turn favors osteoclast function and tumor progression [80] . A CAR T cell in such an environment may certainly need additional modification to strengthen its responsiveness to tumors.
Improving Resistance of CAR T Cells to Immunosuppression

TGF-b suppresses CD8
? effector T cells and is capable of modulating the CD4
? helper T cell phenotype toward a Treg. Therapies aimed at blocking TGF-b can be administered in combination with CAR T cells engineered to counteract the suppressive tumor microenvironment. One way to counteract the effect of TGF-b-induced repression of T cell proliferation is inclusion of CD28 costimulatory domains in the CAR design [81] . Another way is to introduce a dominant-negative TGF-b receptor in the CAR T cells [82] . Studies in the pmel melanoma mouse model [83] show improved antitumor activity of TCR-specific T cells modified to be resistant to effects of TGF-b [84] . Sustained costimulation may also be crucial for effective responses. A CAR with CD28 and OX40 costimulatory domains rescued CCR7
--redirected T cells from activation-induced cell death, and they performed better than CCR7
? -redirected T cells in terms of the antitumor response [85] , possibly because of the ability of OX40 and CD28 to induce Bcl-2 and Bcl-XL expression and establish memory T cells [86] . The clinical relevance of costimulation is evident from successful clinical trials employing artificial antigen-presenting cells to stimulate T cells [87] , and positive correlation of CD27 and CD28 expression with telomere length and tumor regression in TIL therapy [88] .
To further counteract the immunosuppressive tumor milieu, improve T cell function, and shift the T cell response toward a T helper-1 type, CAR T cells engineered to secrete interleukin (IL)-12 or other cytokines have been developed [89, 90] . Local secretion of IL-12 can recruit other effector immune cells, such as macrophages and neutrophils, to target antigen-negative tumor cells and tumor stroma. Antigen-independent responses following CAR T cell therapy could be at least in part dependent on macrophages. Increased macrophage numbers were seen in the IL-12-secreting CAR T cells in comparison with T cells engineered with only the CAR molecule, and that led to more efficient tumor eradication and increased tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-a levels [91] . To enhance targeting toward the stroma, one study used a VEGF-directed CAR secreting IL-12 [92] . Another advantage of delivering IL-12 at the tumor site is the possibility of minimizing or completely avoiding heavy preconditioning of patients prior to CAR T cell infusion [93] . Clinical translation of cytokine-secreting CAR T cells in hematological malignancies is currently being investigated [94] .
An attractive approach to increase the activity of CAR T cells is to combine this therapy with immune checkpoint blockade antibodies. In a transgenic Her2 mouse model, the function of CAR T cells was dramatically enhanced by combination therapy with anti-PD-1 antibody [95] . In addition to increased T cell function, there was a marked reduction in the number of tumor-infiltrating myeloidderived suppressor cells. Clinical trials of CAR T cells in combination with immune checkpoint blockade antibodies are ongoing.
A relatively new approach is to turn inhibition signals into activating ones. The concept is based on engineering an inhibitory extracellular receptor domain and linking it to a costimulatory intracellular signaling domain. In that way, when a T cell engages the inhibitory molecule, it will transduce a positive signal instead of a negative signal and become activated. Abundant cell surface inhibitory molecules expressed by tumors, such as CTLA-4 [96] and PD-1 [97] , showed encouraging results when this technology was employed. Similarly, engineering of cytokine receptors to transduce positive signaling to T cells upon binding of inhibitory cytokines is another possibility [98] .
Selection of a T cell with known specificity for an antigen that is present in the cancer patient would give physiological stimulation to the CAR T cell through its native TCR. T cells directed against cytomegalovirus (CMV), Epstein-Barr virus (EBV), and/or adenovirus-all of which are common in the human population and persist in the body-could be used, thereby giving a boost to CAR T cells via their endogenous TCR. Early clinical results from use of EBV-directed T cells transduced with a CAR directed against the GD2 antigen, which is expressed by neuroblastoma, have been promising and showed increased persistence in comparison with nonspecific GD2 CAR T cells [10] . The results, however, did not translate into significantly prolonged survival in the small group of patients treated so far [99] . The results may also have been attributable to inadequate signaling through the first-generation CAR used in the trial. A new trial using multiviral cospecificity CD19 CAR T cells of the second generation after allogeneic bone marrow transplantation is currently ongoing at Baylor College of Medicine (www. ClinicalTrials.gov study ID NCT00840853).
Recent data suggest that to make prostate cancer cells more susceptible to T cell killing, androgen deprivation therapy can be used [100] . Tumor-specific T cells performed better in in vitro killing assays and proliferated more when tumor cells were treated with androgen-inhibitory drugs. The suggested mechanisms are induction of apoptosis by androgen inhibition followed by release of tumor-associated antigens [100] and modulation of T cell responses through increased helper T cell differentiation [101] . It should therefore be considered in combination with CAR T cell therapy. Radiotherapy is also a strong inducer of apoptosis and antigen release, and it should therefore also be considered in combination with CAR T cell therapy. Finally, T cell performance in vivo may also depend on how genetically engineered T cells are expanded in vitro prior to adoptive transfer. Most protocols use anti-CD3/CD28 beads or an anti-CD3 antibody together with allogeneic feeder cells to expand T cells. We have recently shown that if allogeneic dendritic cells are used together with allo-stimulated allogeneic lymphocytes, the expanded genetically engineered T cells become more resistant to oxidative stress and immunosuppressive cytokines [102] .
Clinical Experience of Toxicities Associated with CAR T Cell Therapy
Treatment of hematological malignancies with CAR T cells is showing impressive clinical responses but also development of severe toxicities. In patients treated with CD19 CAR T cells, cytokine release syndrome, tumor lysis syndrome, and macrophage activation syndrome have been observed [103, 104] . Elevated levels of cytokines such as IL-6, interferon-c (IFN-c), and TNF-a are observed, which can, in most cases, be managed by use of an anti-IL-6 receptor antibody (tocilizumab) or corticosteroids. Tocilizumab is suggested to be less toxic to the infused CAR T cells and is the preferred treatment option to manage side effects [105] . The limited use of CAR T cells to treat solid tumors in clinical practice makes it difficult to predict side effects, which may well be different from those observed in leukemia and lymphoma. The antigen target choice for the CAR T cell to treat solid tumors is of critical importance so as to not deplete vital cells and tissues. Ontarget/off-tumor effects are seen in CD19 CAR T celltreated patients, but it is possible to manage these patients with permanent B cell aplasia by immunoglobulin (Ig) administration. Neurological [19, 20, 106] and cardiac toxicities [17, 107, 108] observed in patients treated with CD19 CAR T cells are seemingly off-target toxicities but may be caused by a systemic spread of elevated cytokines resulting from recognition of the CAR target, thus indirectly affecting distant sites. It is likely that these toxicities are related to T cells, since they have been observed with both various different CD19 CAR constructs and bispecific antibodies.
With the exception of melanoma, where mostly TCRengineered T cells and TIL therapy have produced impressive results after preconditioning [109] , little success has been accomplished with engineered T cells for treatment of other solid tumors. So far, clinical data on solid tumors is available only for use of first-generation CARs, with rather disappointing results [10, 99, [110] [111] [112] [113] . It is possible that sustained proliferative immune responses were not generated in those studies. There are planned or ongoing clinical trials of treatments for solid tumors, targeting Her2, carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA), VEGF-R2, epidermal growth factor receptor variant III (EGFRvIII), GD2, and fibroblast activation protein (FAP) with second or third-generation CARs in various solid tumors. One of the trials targeting Her2 contains a dominant-negative receptor for TGF-b to further resist tumor suppression. It will be of great interest to see whether the improved CARs, in terms of the costimulation motif, will elicit durable cancer regressions. One colon cancer patient with metastases in multiple organs treated with Her2 third-generation CAR T cells died, which led to discontinuation of that trial [114] . The observed lung toxicity was likely caused by the infusion of a large number of lymphocytes, which were trapped in the lungs, where low expression of the Her2 target antigen led to strong activation of the CAR T cells due to the additional costimulatory domains incorporated into the CAR design. Although it may be important to have strong signaling and costimulation, the target choice for the development of CAR T cells must be selected with great care. Ideally, mutated or other antigens strictly confined to the tumor would be used. To date, there are no clinical data on the use of CAR T cells for prostate cancer. A study targeting PSMA after cyclophosphamide preconditioning with a second-generation CAR for metastatic prostate cancer is currently recruiting patients at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center (www.ClinicalTrials.gov study ID NCT01140373).
Improving the Safety of CAR T Cell Therapy
Use of antigens with prostate-specific expression as targets for CARs to avoid toxicity and targeting of several antigens simultaneously can improve the specificity for tumors (see Box 4). Kloss et al. [44] demonstrated that targeting of one antigen with a CAR of lower affinity can be efficient when T cells transduced with a second CAR against a second antigen provide costimulation signals. That method could be useful for improving safety in targeting of overexpressed rather than tumor-specific antigens, as the single-transduced T cells did not elicit significant cytotoxic responses. Two additional reports have focused on dissociated recognition and costimulation. Both attempts described adequate activation of CAR T cells, but Wilkie et al. [115] failed to demonstrate sufficient cytokine release. In contrast, efficient cytokine release and protection of CAR T cells from activation-induced cell death was accomplished with provision of costimulation in trans [116] .
An alternative strategy to improve the safety of patients receiving CAR T cell therapy is inclusion of inducible suicide gene cassettes. This strategy allows for rapid eradication of CAR-transduced T cells in cases of adverse events. Initial studies evaluated constitutively expressed herpes simplex virus thymidine kinase (HSV-TK), which, upon nucleoside analog addition, phosphorylates the analogs, followed by incorporation into DNA, which stops DNA synthesis. However, although HSV-TK is effective in dividing cells, it is not effective in nondividing cells, and its viral origin could lead to elimination of CAR T cells because of its immunogenicity. New approaches use inducible caspase systems, the most used being caspase 9 [117] , with the caspase being fused to a protein domain that binds the otherwise nontoxic AP1903 drug. Upon binding of AP1903, the dimerization domains are brought together, which leads to dimerization of caspase 9 and subsequent cleavage of the executive caspase 3. Successful use of caspase 9 as a suicide gene in clinical practice has already been reported [118] .
CAR-transduced ab T cells still bear their endogenous TCR and thus have an additional and often unknown specificity. To avoid potential toxicity, the endogenous TCR can be knocked down with short-hairpin RNA (shRNA) or completely knocked out with zinc finger or transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs) or with CRISPR/Cas9 technology [119] [120] [121] . To universalize CAR treatment and extend the activity of CAR T cells toward any tumor target, anti-fluorescein isothiocyanate (anti-FITC) CAR T cells targeting FITC-tagged tumor cellselective antibodies have been developed [122] . Moving toward ''off the shelf'' therapies, pioneering work aims to use adoptive transfer of allogeneic T cells, engrafted with a tumor-specific CAR and where expression the of endogenous TCR has been disrupted [119] . Alternatively, the CAR molecule could be introduced in cd T cells [123] or natural killer (NK) cells [124] , which are also highly cytolytic killer cells but lack an endogenous ab TCR.
Conclusions
CAR T cell therapy for prostate cancer holds promise, given that measures are taken to overcome the highly suppressive tumor microenvironment and to improve the trafficking of T cells toward bone metastases. Strong costimulation signals leading to T cell persistence may be important to obtain long-lasting sustained tumor regression. It is currently unknown whether a second-generation CAR may provide strong enough costimulation for T cells in the highly immunosuppressive prostate metastasis lesions. Introducing ''signal-converted'' receptors in order to While comparing CARs directed at the receptor tyrosine kinase-like orphan receptor 1 (ROR1) antigen that had a 50-fold difference in affinity, Riddell's group showed superior function on the part of the higher-affinity CAR T cells, which were also protected from activation-induced cell death [125] . However, increasing the affinity beyond a certain threshold may not improve the efficacy of the treatment, as a plateau of the response is reached [126] [127] [128] .
Hinge region: Although it does not affect the specificity, the hinge or spacer region is important for CAR T cell function. An inappropriate length of the hinge can cause loss of function. In an experiment comparing long, short, and intermediate hinges of a CAR against ROR1, the shorthinge CAR T cells mediated the most efficient response in terms of T cell killing and cytokine release, followed by the intermediate-hinge cells and the long-hinge cells [125] . The mechanism may be that the immunoglobulin (Ig) G4 CH2-CH3 fragment crystallizable (Fc) spacer interacts with myeloid cells, and CAR T cells die as a result of activation-induced cell death, as mutating the Fc receptor binding site restores their functionality and persistence in vivo [129] . The IgG1 CH2-CH3 hinge, which is commonly used, may elicit innate immune responses that could lead to elimination of CAR T cells, and modification may be required to avoid immune recognition [130] . The optimal length of the hinge could be dependent on the antigen that is targeted, as was evident from the study by Guest et al. [131] , which inserted a hinge into hingeless CARs against different antigens. The hinge enhanced the functions of CARs against certain antigens while decreasing the functions of other CARs. More research is needed to elucidate the mechanisms underlying CAR construction and to tailor the hinge length to the antigen of interest.
Transmembrane and intracellular domains: To connect the extracellular parts of the CAR to the signaling and costimulatory intracellular domains, CD3-f, CD4, CD8, and CD28 transmembrane domains have been used. For CARs bearing the CD3-f transmembrane domain, association with endogenous T cell receptor complexes increases function [132] . Intracellular domains most often contain the CD3-f chain with immunoreceptor tyrosinebased activation motifs for signaling and often costimulation domains derived from one or more of CD28, 4-1BB, CD27, ICOS, or OX40. The importance of costimulation is discussed in more detail in Sect. 5.
Box 2: Systems for Chimeric Antigen Receptor (CAR) Gene Transfer into T Cells
Retroviral and lentiviral vectors: These vectors are currently the most commonly used vectors for transfer of CARs into T cells [133] . It is possible to achieve high and long-lasting CAR expression upon retroviral transduction of proliferating T cells. Although the use of a retroviral vector has induced insertional mutagenesis in hematopoietic stem cells and led to the development of leukemia [134] , such an effect has not been observed in fully differentiated T cells. Lentiviral vectors may be advantageous, since they do not require dividing cells, which could be beneficial in generation of stem-like or young T cells. Although lentiviral gene transfer to quiescent cells is efficient for some cell types, the process is inefficient in inactivated T cells; the reason may be lack of low-densitylipoprotein receptors on T cells [135] , which is required for vesicular stomatitis virus glycoprotein (VSV-G)-pseudotyped lentivirus cell entry. A measles virus glycoproteinpseudotyped lentiviral vector has been suggested as an alternative [136] .
Nonviral gene transfer: For treatment with new CARs with unknown toxicity, persistence of CAR T cells may be detrimental. One way to avoid this is to transiently express the CAR in T cells-for example, by using transfected in vitro-transcribed messenger RNA (mRNA). The method can be scaled up for large volumes and applied in clinical practice [137] . Since expression is not durable, repeated mRNA-transfected CAR T cell infusions are needed. In one small study, a patient developed anaphylactic shock after the third infusion of mRNA-transfected mesothelin CAR T cells [108] , while in another small study from the same laboratory, toxicity was not observed [138] . The use of mRNA to transfer genes into T cells gives the advantage of high gene expression, and robust transfection protocols have been generated [139] . Other nonviral systems translated into clinical practice include transposons such as Sleeping Beauty and PiggyBac. Initial reports showing stable gene transfer into T cells were reported in 2006 by Huang et al. [140] , followed by introduction of CAR genes into T cells by use of that system in 2008 [141, 142] . Sleeping Beauty-modified T cells expressing anti-CD19 CARs have been used to treat patients with advanced leukemia [87] .
Box 3: The T Cell Subset of Choice for Generation of Chimeric Antigen Receptor (CAR) T Cells
To date, most clinical trials have used unfractionated T cells containing both CD8
? and CD4 ? T cells. CD8 ? T cells are the classical cytolytic T cells, but, as both subsets can be activated through CARs, CD4
? helper CAR T cells may be beneficial for expansion and function of CD8 ? effector CAR T cells [143] . However, the optimal ratio between CD8
? and CD4 ? T cells has yet to be determined. It is currently not known what the optimal functional specialization of the T cells to be transferred is. By using seminal adoptive transfer experiments in primates, Riddell and colleagues showed increased persistence of central memory T cells (Tcm) compared with effector memory T cells (Tem) [144] . In a study by Restifo and colleagues, using the pmel mouse model, naïve T cells were reported to have antitumor activity superior to that of Tcm [145] . Recently, Restifo's group reported on a human memory T cell subset with stem-like properties, referred to as stem cell memory T cells (Tscm), with enhanced capacity for self-renewal and a multipotent ability to derive central memory, effector memory, and effector T cells. [146] . In particular, the Tscm subset expressing CD62L
hi is suggested to have very high proliferative capacity combined with greatly increased persistence in vivo [147] . CAR T cells of various phenotypes need to be compared side by side before any firm conclusion can be drawn.
Box 4: Target Antigens for Chimeric Antigen Receptor (CAR) T Cells
Overexpressed tumor-associated antigens: Many CARs are directed toward antigens expressed not only on tumor cells but also on some normal cells-although, in many cases, to a lesser degree. In prostate cancer, prostate stem cell antigen (PSCA) represents an overexpressed antigen with expression correlated to tumor aggressiveness. Preclinical targeting of PSCA has been reported, but expression in normal tissue may limit its use, for toxicity reasons. Two other targets that are overexpressed in prostate cancer are mucin-1 and epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM). A recent preclinical study with an EpCAM CAR showed promising results, with inhibition of prostate cancer growth and inhibition of metastasis formation [148] . CAR T cells directed against mucin-1 showed an improved effect in combination with antiandrogen therapy [149] .
Mutated tumor antigens: Mutated antigens specifically found in cancer cells represent the ideal target for CAR T cell therapy. The extensive exon-based sequencing of tumors to identify mutations has opened up the possibility of individualized T cell receptor (TCR) T cell therapy targeting neo-antigens [150] . Furthermore, T cell responses against tumor-specific neoantigen epitopes were revealed in patients responding to ipilimumab treatment [151] . That technology may open the door to finding new antigens for TCR-based adoptive immunotherapy, and the approach can be extended to CARs, given that the mutation is large enough to give a targetable structural difference.
Tissue-specific antigens in prostate cancer: The most limiting factor for CAR treatment is the required localization of the antigen to the cell surface. Some major prostate antigens, such as prostate-specific antigen (PSA) and prostatic acid phosphatase (PAP), are unfortunately inaccessible for CAR T targeting because they are both secreted by the prostate. Prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA) is thought to be a good target, although initial findings by Murphy and colleagues, who reported an almost prostateexclusive expression [152] , underestimated PSMA expression in other normal tissue. More recent studies have revealed weak expression in multiple organs, including the urinary bladder, proximal tubules of the kidney, liver, esophagus, stomach, small intestine, colon, and breast, as well as the ovary stroma [153] . Interestingly, PSMA is highly expressed in tumor vasculature but not in normal vasculature (with the exception of the ovary stroma), thereby presenting an interesting general antitumor target. A clinical trial using CAR T cells targeting PSMA for prostate cancer is ongoing. Other potential PSAs include POTE [154] , androgen receptor [155] and transmembrane AMPA receptor regulatory protein (TARP) peptide/human leukocyte antigen (HLA)-A2 complexes [156] . Prostate cancer offers a variety of tissue-specific antigens, and while targeting a single antigen may elicit tumor escape, simultaneous targeting of several antigens may be beneficial. It is crucial that the selected target is highly expressed both in the primary tumor and in metastases, and that it is required for tumor growth so that antigen loss will be avoided.
